Companies Improve Workflow with Outsourced Business Transcription
If you are running a company, you might need transcription services for different areas of your
business. Generally, small transcription requirements are handled by secretaries or any of the inhouse staffs. But in case of a large requirement, companies prefer outsourcing their transcription
needs to a third party.
How Can Outsourcing Improve Your Company’s Workflow?
Transcription is one of the most important business functions. Companies need to make sure that
only a team of experts handle this task for error-free, timely business reports. Business
transcription outsourcing is a cost-effective option and helps reduce work-related stress for
businesses. Since a dedicated team handles the transcription requirements, staffs can use the free
time to concentrate on core business activities.
Availability of error-free documents is vital for the business workflow. Every day, large volume of
audio and video content is produced by businesses such as presentations, conference calls and
investor meetings. These meetings, calls and presentations are very important for the business as
they often represent key financial data, competitive strategies and development of new business
strategies. It is important that trained professionals handle the transcription work so that the
error-free documents are available for use. These documents are accessed by the management for
making important business decisions.
A reputed transcription service provider will transcribe the following:









Teleconferences
Financial transcription
Interviews
Conferences
Conference calls
Market research
Panel discussions
Webcast

Benefits of Outsourcing Business Transcription
By outsourcing, companies can get access to written records of all conversations pertaining to
legal, marketing or financial decisions. Earlier, this task was conducted in-house and secretaries
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were responsible for converting speech to text. However, with time, there has been an increase in
transcription requirements due to which outsourcing has gained tremendous popularity.
Running an in-house transcription team requires capital investment. Companies need to spend on
hiring certified transcriptionists, infrastructure, transcription software and various other
requirements. Work will get hampered if any of the staffs take a leave or quit the job. In case of
outsourcing, companies can eliminate the trouble of capital investment and untimely work.
Reputed service providers have a team of skilled and certified transcriptionists who are experts at
their job. They make use of the latest technology or software for transcribing business documents.
Special attention is paid on ensuring the confidentiality of business data. All the employees are
screened in a proper manner to ensure that data doesn’t get misused. Transcribed documents are
delivered in a short turnaround time by a reputed company which means businesses can access
the data when required.
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